We prove that in any finite set, in Z d with d ≥ 3, there is a subset whose capacity and volume are both of the same order as the capacity of the initial set. This implies some optimal estimates on probabilities of various folding events of a random walk. For instance, knowing that a random walk folds into an atypical high density region, we show that this random region is most likely ball-like.
Introduction
We consider a random walk {S n } n∈N on Z d , with d ≥ 3. For n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, and site z ∈ Z d , the local time is defined as ℓ n (z) := k∈[0,n) 1{S k = z} and for Λ ⊂ Z d , ℓ n (Λ) := z∈Λ ℓ n (z).
(1.1)
One of the main result of this note relates the tail behavior of the occupation time of Λ to the harmonic capacity of Λ ⊂ Z d whose definition is as follows:
where P x denotes the law of the walk starting from x, and H + Λ is the first return time to Λ. Alternatively it can also be viewed as a probability to hit Λ by a walk starting from infinity, conveniently renormalized: G(x − y)µ(x)µ(y) : µ probability on Λ .
(1.4)
The infimum is reached for the harmonic (or equilibrium) measure µ(x) = P x (H + Λ = ∞)/cap(Λ). The many writings of the harmonic capacity, help obtain useful bounds. There exists a constant a d > 0 (which depends on dimension d), such that a d · |Λ| 1−2/d ≤ cap(Λ) ≤ |Λ|.
(1.5)
The upper bound comes from (1.2), and the lower bound comes from taking µ in (1.4) to be uniform, and rearranging the sum using that Green's function is bounded by a symmetric radially decreasing function, and
with c G some explicit positive constant (see Theorem 4.3.1 of [LL10] ). In the continuous setting (1.4) allows to define the (usual) electrostatic capacity on R d with G(x) = x 2−d . The Poincaré-Faber-Szegö's inequality [Polya] states that for some α d > 0, cap(Λ) ≥ α d ·|Λ| 1−2/d , for any compact set Λ with smooth boundary, with equality reached only when Λ is a Euclidean ball.
The capacity appeared as a central object in many remarkable studies, and we would like to highlight some of them. In the forties, Kakutani [K44] discovers that a compact set of R d , is hit by Brownian motion with positive probability, if and only if it has positive electrostatic capacity. Fifty years later, Benjamini, Pemantle and Peres [BPP95] make quantitative Kakutani's discovery, and establish sharp upper and lower bounds between a related capacity (Martin's one) and the hitting probability in the context of Markov Chains. In the late eightees, Kesten [Kes90] bounds the growth rate of diffusion limited aggregation (DLA), a celebrated model of discrete random growth on Z d where sites in the boundary of the cluster are chosen according to the harmonic measure (of the boundary of the cluster). For doing so Kesten introduces a martingale whose compensator is the sum of inverses of capacities of the growing cluster. This in itself is inspiring: understanding the growth of the capacity of the cluster plays a key role in understanding the reinforcement phenomenon behind the ramified tree-like shape of DLA (see also [LT19] for a related model). Finally, ten years ago, Sznitman [S10] introduced a model called random interlacements which is a homogeneous Poisson point process on Z d such that the number of trajectories (the points of the process) hitting a given compact K is a Poisson random variable with mean u · cap(K), and whose hitting sites (of K) distribution is according to the harmonic measure (of K). The model of random interlacements proves (or is conjectured) to be adapted to the study of many phenomena where a random walk realizes atypical high densities: (i) either by reducing its range, and in a certain regime this is the Swiss Cheese problem (see [BBH] ), (ii) or by disconnecting say the sphere B n := {z ∈ Z d : z < n}, from the complement of B 2n , see [S17, NS20] , and many more sophisticated events which we gather under the name of folding. One very basic example of folding is captured by the following event. For r ≥ 1, a set C of sites at distance at least 4r one from each others, and for a density ρ > 0, we consider
In many folding problems, one central issue is to characterize the size and the shape of the folding region C.
Our key result concerning such folding events requires some notation. Let X r be the collection of finite subsets of Z d , whose points are at distance at least 4r one from each others, and if C ∈ X r , let B r (C) = x∈C (B r + x).
Theorem 1.1. Assume d ≥ 3. There exist positive constants β and κ, such that for any r ≥ 1, ρ > 0 and C ∈ X r , satisfying
(1.9)
Note that when r = 1, B r (x) reduces to {x}, and B r (C) reduces to C.
Remark 1.2. We obtained a similar inequality in Proposition 1.7 of [AS17] , but for local times taken at some finite time n, and with an additional combinatorial factor of order (n|C|) |C| in the right hand side of (1.9). The extension to infinite time horizon comes from a slight modification of our previous proof, but the removal of the combinatorial factor requires an original ingredient, given by Theorem 1.4 below.
Remark 1.3. Sznitman obtained results with a similar flavor as Theorem 1.1 in the context of the Gaussian Free Field (GFF) and in the model of Random Interlacements, respectively in [S15, Corollaty 4.4] and [S17, Theorem 4.2] (see also [LS15] for related results). This is consistent with the facts that on one hand the random walk is a limiting case of Random Interlacements, as the intensity parameter goes to zero; yet in our case it does not seem possible to deduce our results from those of [S17] or [LS15] . On the other hand, it is well known that the GFF and the field of local times of a random walk are strongly connected via the celebrated Dynkin's isomorphism (see e.g. [E94] or [S12]), and actually many results concerning the percolative properties of the field of local times for Random Interlacements find their exact analogues in the setting of the level-sets of the GFF, as illustrated in the recent works [CN20a, CN20b, RS13, S15, S17].
Theorem 1.1 relies on the following observation, which to the best of our knowledge is new.
Theorem 1.4. Assume d ≥ 3. There exists α > 0, such that for any r ≥ 1 and C ∈ X r , there is a subset U ⊆ C, satisfying
(1.10)
To appreciate the usefulness of Theorem 1.4, we note that in many settings, the folding event concerns a walk of length n and is of the form ∪ C F(r, ρ, C) where the union is over all C ⊆ [−n, n] d , with only a lower bound on their volume, say |C| ≥ L. In other words, the folding region is often unknown. Then Theorem 1.1 and a naive union bound gives
using also that cap(B r (C)) ≥ a d r d−2 |C| 1−2/d , by (1.5), which is useful only when (ignoring constants)
(1.11) Now Theorem 1.4 allows to go beyond this condition (1.11), and gives
under the weaker assumption (ignoring constants):
The latter can be used to characterize the shape of a localization region for a random walk (which corresponds to the level-sets for the local times in the particular case r = 1, see below), which we now describe in details. First, we introduce more notation. To obtain a neat partition of Z d we switch to cubes, rather than balls. Define for r ≥ 1,
Define further for ρ > 0 and n ≥ 1,
We can now state our third result.
Theorem 1.5. Assume d ≥ 3. There are positive constants κ, κ, and C, such that for any n, r and L positive integers and ρ > 0, satisfying
In addition there exists A > 0, such that
where the infimum is taken over all triples (r, ρ, L) satisfying (1.13).
Remark 1.6. The result is interesting on its own right for r = 1, in which case it concerns the so-called level-sets of the local times, that is the sets of the form
Specializing Theorem 1.5 to these sets gives that for ρ ≥ C · log(n) and n ≥ Cρ · L (i.e. (1.13))
Furthermore, asymptotically as n goes to infinity, conditionally on being non-empty, the shape of L n (ρ) is ball-like in the following sense. There is A > 0 such that for ρ n , L n satisfying ρ n ≥ C ·log(n) and n ≥ Cρ n · L n
Remark 1.7. Theorem 1.5 is also interesting in its full generality for the question of the moderate deviations for the volume and the capacity of the range. Indeed, in our previous works [AS17, AS19a] , we found that conditionally on shrinking the range, the walk folds in a ball-like (random) domain in a distinct manner according to whether d = 3 or d ≥ 5. By ball-like we mean that as the walk length n increases, the capacity of the region of high-density, say V n , remains of the order of |V n | 1−2/d that is of the order of the capacity of a ball of volume |V n |. However, the characterization of the deviation scenarii in [AS17, AS19a] was limited to a subregime of the moderate deviations. With the help of Theorem 1.5, we can now complete the picture, and get that the folded region is typically ball-like.
Remark 1.8. Note that the condition (1.13) is (nearly) optimal. Indeed, concerning the first part, observe that when the walk hits a ball of radius r, it stays typically a time of order r 2 in it, so that the density of occupation is at least 1/r d−2 . Moreover, concerning the second part, which is only needed for the lower bound in (1.14), note that one needs at least n ≥ ρr d L, for the set C n (r, ρ) to be non-empty, and the role of the large constant C is simply to allow some room for proving the lower bound. Actually we also obtain a similar result as Theorem 1.5 for a closely related set, where instead of recording the time spent in small cubes, we count the number of visited sites, see Proposition 4.1 for details.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains our main technical novelty: the proof of Theorem 1.4. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 1.1. Finally, in Section 4 we prove Theorem 1.5. The proof is divided into a short upper bound, and a technical lower bound in Section 4.2 where we actually state Proposition 4.1 which deals with the (slightly more difficult) problem of covering a certain partition of space, rather than with local times.
2 Proof of Theorem 1.4
We start with the proof in the case r = 1, which we think is instructive and more transparent.
Case r = 1. We need to show that in any finite set Λ ⊆ Z d , there exists a subset U , whose capacity and cardinality are both of the order of the capacity of Λ. The proof is an instance of the probabilistic method. Indeed, we build a random set U which satisfies the desired constraints with positive probability.
First, choose a family of i.i.d. trajectories (γ x , x ∈ Z d ) with the same law as the walk S = {S n } n≥0 starting from the origin, and denote their joint law by P. The hitting time of Λ by a (random) path γ : N → Z d is denoted by H Λ (γ), the return time to Λ by H + Λ (γ), and set γ
Note that the volume of U is a sum of independent Bernoulli random variables, and thus
Thus |U | is concentrated around its mean and by Chebychev's inequality
.
(2.1)
We can assume cap(Λ) > 16, (as for sets with bounded capacity one can always choose α small enough) so that (2.1) reads
Now, we show that cap(U ) is of order its volume. By (1.4), if we choose for µ the uniform measure on U , then cap(U )
Let us compute the expression on the right hand side of (2.3).
x,y∈U
Note that if x = y, then γ x and γ y are independent. Therefore,
By a last passage decomposition (see Proposition 4.6.4 in [LL10] ), for x ∈ Λ,
Thus,
Together with (2.2), we obtain
(2.4) By (2.3) and (2.4), we deduce that for some α > 0,
(2.5)
Thus, we conclude that (1.10) holds for a random set U , when r = 1.
We now prove the general case by refining the previous argument.
General case r ≥ 1. The proof follows the same steps after we choose an appropriate random subset of the set of centers C. For simplicity, for r > 0, we set Λ r = B r (C), and V r to be the complement of B 2r (C). We need now the hitting time of Λ r after exiting B 2r (C). For a trajectory γ, define
Then choose a family of i.i.d. trajectories (γ x , x ∈ Z d ) with the same law as S, denote the joint law by P, and set γ x = γ x + x. Our random set reads now
Thus, each center x ∈ C is kept in U if a random walk launched from x escapes Λ r after exiting B 2r (C). The reason to force first to exit B 2r (C) stems from the following lemma taken from [AS17] .
Lemma 2.1. There is θ > 1, such that for any r ≥ 1, C ∈ X r , and x ∈ C,
(2.6) Now, note that |B r (U )|/|B r | is a sum of |C| independent Bernoulli random variables, and therefore
Furthermore, thanks to Lemma 2.1, there are positive constants c 1 and c 2 , such that
It follows that for a positive constant c 3 ,
We can assume that cap(B r (C)) ≥ 4c 3 r d−2 (as otherwise we conclude by taking α < 1/(4c 3 )), in which case it follows that
Thus, with probability larger than 3/4, the random set U satisfies (ii) of (1.10). Let us check now (i). By (1.4), we obtain a lower bound on cap(B r (U )) as we choose a measure on B r (U ). Taking the uniform measure on the boundary of B r (U ) gives
( 2.7) We need to show that the left hand side of (2.7) is smaller than 1/(r d−2 |U |). First, we treat the case x ′ = x. Note that by Green's function asymptotic (1.6), there is c > 0, such that
Thus, as we further sum over y ∈ ∂B r (x), and x ∈ U , we obtain x∈U y∈∂Br(x) y ′ ∈∂Br(x) G(y − y ′ ) ≤ c · r · r d−1 · |U |.
(2.8)
Now, to deal with the terms with x ′ = x, we take expectation first, and we bound G(y − y ′ ) by c 4 · G(x − x ′ ) uniformly in y ∈ ∂B r (x) and y ′ ∈ ∂B r (x ′ ). Therefore,
By using (2.6) of Lemma 2.1, and a last passage decomposition we have for a constant c 6 > 0, and any x ∈ C,
This implies that for a constant c 7 > 0,
Chebychev's inequality now allows us to conclude as in the proof of the case r = 1.
3 Proof of Theorem 1.1
The result extends a previous one proved in [AC07] stating that there are positive constants C and κ 0 such that for any finite Λ ⊂ Z d with d ≥ 3, and any T > 0,
(3.1)
Note that this result already proves our desired estimate for small values of |C|, i.e. one can now suppose that |C| is large enough.
The starting point of the proof is Proposition 1.7 of [AS17] . We showed that for any n ≥ 1, any positive r and ρ, and any C ∈ X r ,
for some constant κ > 0.
Note that if we set Λ = B r (C), the event estimated in (3.2) corresponds to a uniform covering of Λ, whereas (3.1) only considers the total time spent in Λ. The proof of (3.1) uses that ℓ ∞ (Λ) is bounded by a geometric variable of mean of order |Λ| 2/d , whereas the proof of (3.2) is by way of induction and transforms visits of B r (C) into excursions between B r (x) and B 2r (x) for x ∈ C.
Recall that an excursion is a period of time that the walk needs to go from the inside of B r (x) to the outside of B 2r (x). The number of such excursions is denoted N x , and our proof of (3.2) in [AS17] establishes that for any x 0 ∈ C, any y ∈ ∂B r (x 0 ), and any sequence of positive integers (n x ) x∈C ,
Note that exp(−1) ≤ q x ≤ 1, and since we wish to sum (3.3) over all k ≥ n x and all x ∈ C, we wish to restrict the product over x ∈ C in the right hand side of (3.3) to terms where q x are uniformly bounded away from one. For this purpose we introduce the notation, with Λ = B r (C), 
Thus, for any x ∈ C * , we have
(3.6) Using next (1.5), we deduce that cap(Λ) ≥ cr d−2 |C| 1−2/d , for some constant c > 0 (that might change from line to line), and therefore
Thus, by summing (3.3) over all k ≥ n x , and all x ∈ C * , we get
Now, if we set n x = αρr d−2 , we obtain using (3.5), (3.8) and the first inequality of (3.6),
From this point, we can follow the end of the proof of Proposition 1.7 in [AS17] , and deduce that
Then Theorem 1.4 gives the existence of a subset U ⊆ C, with cap(B r (U )) of the same order as both |U |r d−2 and cap(B r (C)). Moreover, for a given integer k, the number of possible choices for U with cardinality k is of the order of |C| k , which altogether allows to remove the combinatorial factor in (3.9), using the hypothesis (1.8). This concludes the proof of the theorem.
4 Application to Folding, and Theorem 1.5
The proof of Theorem 1.5 is divided in two parts. In the first part (see Subsection 4.1 below), we show that for some positive constants κ and A 0 , for any A > A 0 , any n ≥ 1, and any (r, ρ, L) satisfying (1.13),
(4.1)
In the second part (see Subsection 4.2 below) we prove the lower bound in (1.14). Note that altogether this gives (1.15) as well, and thus proves Theorem 1.5.
4.1
The upper bound: proof of (4.1)
We introduce the notation Q r (U ) for ∪ x∈U Q r (x), and we use Theorem 1.4, with the condition (1.13) and then (1.9) as follows.
The combinatorial factor (2n) d·i · i! was swallowed after using the condition that r d−2 · ρ > C log(n), and choosing A large enough.
Lower bound
In this subsection, we establish a result which slightly differs from the lower bound in (1.14), and deals with covering rather than occupation. For this purpose we introduce for n ≥ 1, the range of the walk R n := {S 0 , . . . , S n }, and for any r ≥ 1 and ρ ∈ [0, 1],
Our result is as follows.
Proposition 4.1. There exist positive constants c and C, such that for any n ≥ 1, r > 0, ρ ∈ (0, 1/2), and L ≥ 1, satisfying ρr d−2 ≥ 1, and n ≥ Cρr d L,
Thus this result is exactly the same as the lower bound in (1.14), but for this new set C n (r, ρ). Since the proof for C n (r, ρ) is easier, we will only provide the proof for the set C n (r, ρ). Note also that since C n (r, ρ) ⊆ C n (r, ρ), the upper bound in (1.14), as well as (1.15), also hold for the set C n (r, ρ).
Remark 4.2. The hypothesis ρ < 1/2 in Proposition 4.1 could be replaced by ρ < 1 − η, for any fixed constant η > 0, and the constants c and C would then depend on η. However, when ρ gets close to 1, we fall in another regime, and for instance when ρ = 1 an extra log r factor is needed in the exponential (and in the time needed to achieve the covering).
Proof. The scenario we choose to produce the desired event is to localize the walk long enough in a ball so that its occupation density is ρ. It is convenient to transform localization into a statement about excursions. We call excursion from a set U to a set V , the part of the random walk path starting from a point in U up to its hitting time of V which is maximal (for the inclusion of paths).
To produce L boxes of side r, and filled to a density above ρ, we expect to localize the walk in a ball of radius R for a time T with R = ⌊L 1/d r⌋, and T = ⌊C 1 ρR d ⌋ (and C 1 large enough).
Let now N R be the number of excursions from ∂Q 2R to ∂Q 4R before exiting Q 8R , and consider
Now, for any C 2 (that is any number of excursions N ), one makes the event A typical by choosing C 1 large (that is a large localization time T ), and assume n ≥ T . On event A, we define X = (X 1 , . . . , X N ) and Y = (Y 1 , . . . , Y N ), as respectively the starting and ending points of the N first excursions from ∂Q 2R to ∂Q 4R . Then given some fixed x = (x 1 , . . . , x N ) ∈ ∂Q N 2R we let P x be the law of N excursions starting from {x i , i ≤ N }, up to ∂Q 4R . We still denote by Y the set of ending points of the N excursions under P x . We let M be the cardinality of the set rZ d ∩ Q R−r , and number its elements in some arbitrary order, say v 1 , . . . , v M . We define
The N (first) excursions visit at least half of the boxes {Q r (v i )} i≤M , a fraction at least ρ of their sites .
Assume for a moment that,
(4.4)
Using Harnack's inequality (see [LL10, Theorem 6.3.9] ), for some constant c H > 0, for any x ∈ ∂Q 2R , inf y P y S(σ) = x ≥ c H P y * S(σ) = x , with y * := (4R, 0, . . . , 0). (4.5)
Thus, using that there is a positive lower bound (uniform in R) for the probability that a walk starting from y * hits ∂Q 2R before ∂Q 8R , we have c 1 > 0, such that
Finally, define C := {The walk makes at least N excursions from ∂Q 4R to ∂Q 2R before time T }.
Using that on the event A ∩ C c , the walk spends a time at least T in Q 8R , we deduce that for some constant c > 0,
Then the proposition readily follows from (4.6) and (4.7), once we choose C 1 c > 2C 2 c 1 and use
We now prove (4.3). We fix some x ∈ ∂Q N 2R , and in the remaining part of the proof, we work under P x . We denote by R N the range produced by the N excursions. We note that it suffices to show that for C 2 large enough, one has for any i ≤ M ,
Indeed, letting Z be the number of boxes whose fraction of visited sites exceeds ρ, (4.8) shows that E[Z] ≥ (3/4)M , and using also that Z is bounded by M , it implies that P(Z ≤ M/2) ≤ 1/2, as wanted.
Thus, we are lead to prove (4.8) for i ≤ M . For a chosen i ≤ M , we introduce new notation. Let N r be the number of excursions which hit ∂Q 2r (v i ), and G be the σ−field generated by N r and the hitting points of ∂Q 2r (v i ) by these excursions. Finally we let X ⊆ Q r (v i ) be the set of vertices visited by these excursions. Since any vertex in Q r (v i ) has a probability of order r 2−d to be visited by a walk starting from ∂Q 2r (v i ), uniformely in its starting point, we have for some constant c 0 > 0, almost surely
using that 1 − u ≤ e −u , for all u ≥ 0. We choose a large constant K whose value will be fixed later.
Since any excursion has a probability of order at least (r/R) d−2 to hit ∂Q 2r (v i ), it is possible to choose C 1 (and C 2 ) so that for this chosen K,
We distinguish now a high and a low density regimes.
High density. If 1 − exp(−c 0 Kρ) ≥ 7/8, then (4.9) and (4.10) imply that E x [|X |] ≥ (7/8) · |Q r |.
Using that X ⊆ Q r , and as a consequence that |X | is bounded by |Q r |, we obtain with (4.8), P x (|X | < ρ|Q r |) ≤ P x (|X | < |Q r |/2) ≤ 1/4 (using ρ < 1/2).
Low density. If ρ is such that 1 − exp(−c 0 Kρ) < 7/8, then by (4.9) we may choose K large enough, so that on the event {N r ≥ Kρr d−2 },
Our strategy now is to use a second (conditional) moment method, and show that the conditional variance of X is small. We denote with X 1 the set of pairs of vertices (y, z) ∈ X × X , for which there exists an excursion going through both y and z, and let X 2 be the complement of X 1 in X × X and note that |X | 2 = |X 1 | + |X 2 |. Since for any y ∈ Q r (v i ) the mean number of vertices in Q r (v i ) which are visited by a walk starting from y is of order r 2 , one has for some constant c > 0,
Recalling ρr d−2 ≥ 1 and (4.11), it follows that on the event {N r ≥ Kρr d−2 }, for a possibly larger constant c,
(4.12)
We can take K such that √ K > 64c. It remains to bound the conditional mean of |X 2 | knowing G. One can find a constant K ′ > 0, such that P x (D) ≥ 7/8, for D := Kρr d−2 ≤ N r ≤ K ′ ρr d−2 .
We denote by E 1 , . . . , E Nr , the N r excursions hitting Q r (v i ) under P x . Fix some y, z ∈ Q r (v i ), and let I y := {k ≤ N r : y ∈ E k }.
By definition, for any k ≤ N r ,
for some constant c > 0. As a consequence, on the event D, and for r large enough,
where at the penultimate line we use that on D, and when r is large enough, the term O(N r /r 2(d−2) ) can be made smaller than 1. Then on the event D, we get from (4.13), P x ((y, z) ∈ X 2 | G) ≤ P x (z ∈ X | G) + O(ρr 2−d ) · P x (y ∈ X | G).
Summing over y, z ∈ Q r , we deduce from (4.11), that on the event D,
Combining this with (4.12), we get for r large enough,
Together with (4.11), it follows that for r large enough, on the event D,
Finally, using that P x (D) ≥ 7/8, we obtain the desired bound for r large enough, P x (|X | ≤ ρ|Q r |) ≤ P x (D c ) + P x (|X | ≤ ρ|Q r |, D) ≤ 1/4, On the other hand, for small values of r, the result is immediate. This concludes the proof of (4.3) and the Proposition.
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